FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CREATING MADNESS
Can Technology Whip Terrorists?
This post-9/11 action thriller about a possible terrorist attack against
the United States reads like a real-life scenario.
Creating Madness pulls readers into the chilling plot of how
precarious our nation’s security really is. The novel eerily predicts
what could happen if terrorists are successful.
Andre Petrov is the CEO of a security company that is safeguarding
the port of Los Angeles. This precaution comes after terrorists
launched a deadly attack on the port at Galveston, Texas. Petrov
teams up with the Coast Guard to develop a highly sophisticated
security system, forming the organization Ocean Reconnaissance
Commission and Associates (O.R.C.A.). Its mission is to protect the
free world.
As Petrov’s new security system is tested, it detects radioactivity
emitted by two suspicious boats entering L.A. Harbor. Petrov
employs an untried electromagnetic laser to disable both vessels by
frying their wiring and setting them adrift, where dirty bombs are
discovered. But the next threat is nuclear weapons.
Grab a behind-the-scenes look as Commander Reef Johansson and Alexis Mikos, plus a hand-picked
group of security and computer specialists, lead the fleet of technically advanced and powerful O.R.C.A.
boats against the most dangerous terrorists in the world.
Publisher’s website: www.strategicbookpublishing.com/CreatingMadness-IntroducingO.R.C.A.html
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About the Author:
Andrew J. Rafkin is an experienced fisherman, Navy veteran, entrepreneur
and president of Palos Verdes Security Systems, which is certified by
Homeland Security. He served in the Navy during the Vietnam War and later
graduated from California State University, Dominguez Hills with degrees in
economics and marketing. Rafkin has published several books, including his
own true-life adventure, Red Sky Morning, and is currently finishing up the
Creating Madness trilogy. He lives with his wife, Lynn, in San Pedro,
California.
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